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Pre-Trip: 
- Test lights (brakes, reverse, turn, hazard) 
- Check for damage on vehicle 
- 4/32 front tires 
- 2/32 rear tires 
- Inflation level of tires 
- Check fluids, belts & hoses 
- Wipers 
- Test horn 
- Test parking brake 
- 3 Safety Triangles 
- Charged Fire Extinguisher 
- Driver’s License  
- Medical Card 

Eye Elevation: 
- Keeps 12-15 seconds Eye Elevation 
- Avoids hard braking 
- Identifies high traffic and potential road 

hazards 
- Avoids driving behind Vision Barriers (Trucks) 
- Avoids staring at their GPS or scanner  
- Avoids staring at addresses 
- Identifies Red & Green Lights and adjust the 

vehicle’s speed accordingly 
 

Mirror Check: 
- Every 5-7 seconds 
- Proper Lane Presence 
- Proper Lane Placement 
- Checks mirrors on turns to avoid tail swing 

accidents 
- Checks mirrors while braking  

 

Lane Change: 
- Uses the SMOG technique (Signal, Mirror, 

Over-the-Shoulder, Go) 
- Safely moves into new lane at a controlled 

speed 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Following Distance: 
- Maintains 3-6 seconds of following distance 
- Increases distance during adverse weather 
- Avoids tailgating  
- Maintains proper speed limit 

 

Danger Zone (Intersections): 
- Leaves a vehicle length between their vehicle 

and the cross walk while stopped at a Traffic 
Light 

- Leaves a vehicle length between vehicles to 
prevent a chain reaction accident 

- Avoids Staring at the Traffic Light 
- Scans L-R-L before traveling through intersection 
- Identifies pedestrians & bike riders 
- Makes complete stops at Stop signs 
- Makes eye contact with pedestrians, bike riders 

or vehicles  
 

Parking Technique: 
- After returning to the Driver’s Seat, ALWAYS be 

able to Drive FORWARD       
 

3 Simple Steps to be able to Drive FORWARD 
1. Limit Backing:  Swing the Vehicle Around 
2. Back Now:  if you can’t Swing then Back Now. 
3. Limit the Total Distance 

 

- Use Horn and Flashers before backing  
- Uses both mirrors and camera while backing 
- Stays out of short residential driveways 
- Looks for OVERHEAD hazards (wires, branches, 

basketball goals, gutters 
 

                        
 
 



                                                  

                                                    Level 20 Time Sheet  

 

Date: ______________ 

Driver Name/FDX ID: _______________________________________ 

Trainer’s Name/FDX ID:______________________________________ 

 

Public Roads          Time 

City Roads           ____ 

Residential Roads         ____ 

Rural Roads          ____ 

Intersections          ____ 

Highway           ____ 

 

Parking Locations (L20 focus Overhead Obstacles) 

Residential          ____ 

Commercial          ____ 

Industrial           ____ 

 

Driving Range (L20 focus Tail-Swing) 

Serpentine          ____ 

Off-Set Alley                                  ____ 

Dock            ____ 

 

 



 

Instructions for the Level 20 Timesheet 

The Timesheet is divided into three categories (Public Roads, Parking Locations & 
Driving Range) to help the qualified trainer ensure proper time was dedicated to 
all professional techniques related to driving and parking a commercial motor 
vehicle. 

The first, Public Roads, provides 5 types of roads that drivers may encounter while 
operating a CMV and allows the qualified trainer to document total time spent on 
each roadway.  This may vary depending on the location of the station and type of 
route(s) the driver will be assigned. 

The second, Parking Locations, provides 3 types of parking areas that drivers may 
encounter while operating a CMV and allows the qualified trainer to document 
total time dedicated to each scenario.  This helps ensure the qualified trainer 
instructs the new candidate on all the dangers associated with parking their CMV 
on different types of residential, commercial & industrial properties.  This may 
vary depending on the location of the station and type of route(s) the driver is 
assigned. 

The third, Driving Range, provides the 3 types of obstacle course maneuvers that 
a new candidate can practice, to prepare them for the road test and enable them 
to handle their CMV like a professional driver. 

 

 

                      

The 4.5 hrs of Road Test Training 
will consist of 3 hours on a “mock 
route” and 1.5 hrs on the Driving 
Range.  

Setting up a “mock route” on 
GroundCloud with 10-15 stops will 
help the qualified trainer observe 
the L20 Candidate’s Professional 
Driving & Parking Techniques.   

Please contact GroundCloud 
Support for instructions            
(218-864-7900). 


